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Abstract 
Of concern is the existence of solutions of the following nonlinear fourth order 
elliptic equation 
/ 
{-Afu{x) - K{x)u{xY = 0，:r G � 
< 
u > 0， in『， 
X 
where n > 4,^ > 1 and K{x) is Cf+". We establish the existence of decaying 
solutions when q is near the "critical exponent" ^ , i.e. q 二 ^  士 e? with e > 0 
small, under a local condition on K and a reasonable growth restriction on K at 
infinity. 
The main idea is the following: we first rescale our equation as follows 
( _ A ) ^ - i ^ ( f 4 - z K = 0, 
< 
u > 0, X G � 
V 
and then we look for solutions of the type u 二 U + 0, where U is a solution of 
the following limiting equation 
{-Afu-K{0)u^^ 二 0 
< 
u > 0，X G � 
\ 
We first use a Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction method to solve the 0 part and then 
we use a degree-theoretic argument to solve the U part. At the starting point of 
the Lyapunov-Schmidt procedure, we need to study the linearized operator 
AO n 4- 4 , �8 丄三么 2 - / 7 - 4 . 
n — 4 
Of importance here are the kernel of L and the Fredholm property of L, in 
some appropriate setting. For L to have Fredholm property, we have to work in 
the weighted Sobolev spaces, in which the general linear theory needed is well 
developed by Nirenberg and Walker, and Cantor, Lockhart and McOwen, etc. 
ir 
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Main Results and Introduction 
Our main aim is to study the following equation, 
( - A ) ^ - K[x)u^ = 0，where q = ^ 士 e? 
(1-丄） 
u > 0, for X G M^ 
V 
under certain conditions about K{x) when e is small. Now, I am happy to present 
my main result in this thesis about the existence and the asymptotic behavior of 
the solution of the equation (1.1). 
T h e o r e m 1.1. Assume n > 4. Let K{x) be a non-negative C � + " function (0 < 
a < 1) satisfying K{x) < C{l + |x|)^ for all x G M"； where C is some positive 
constant and m < 4. Suppose also that K has a non-degenerate critical point, 
xo, such that K{xo) > 0’ AK{xo) < 0 when q < n* 二 呂 and AK{xo) > 0 when 
q > n*. Then, for n > ^|5^ and q near critical(i.e. q 二 誤 士 e?’ e > 0 and 
small) ,equation (1.1) has a positive solution u^, with 
u,{x) < C|x|4-n, |刮 > 1 (1.2) 
where C is a constant independent ofe and u^ concentrates and blows up at xo as 
€ tends to zero. 
4 
ir 
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1.1 Preliminaries 
Let us introduce the main idea behind the proofs of the Theorem (1.1). We shall 
follow closely the idea used in [12]，where the following problem 
Au + i^aO^^SSt62 二 0, u > 0 in i T (1.3) 
was discussed. 
First, without lost of generality, we can assume K{xo) = 1 and xo is the origin. 
4 
Let n* = 巧 . T h e n , under the transformation u ~"> e^u(ex + z) where z is a 
n—4 � \ ‘ 
fixed point in 股几，the equation (1.1) becomes， 
/ 
{ - / S f - u - K U x ^ z ) u ^ = 0 
、 ) 、 ) (1-4) 
u > 0，X G � . 
V. 
If both z and e tend to zero, we can see that (1.4) becomes, 
/ 
( - A ) ^ — u^* = 0 
、 （1.5) 
u > 0, X G � . 
\ 
Equation (1.5) has been studied in [2] and [6]. It is proved that all solutions of 
(1.5) are of the following form (up to translations) 
Ux{x) = X^U{Xx), 
where U{x) = (1 + Cn|xp )^ , Cn is a dimensional constant. One then tries to 
guess (perhaps very cautiously) that the solution of equation (1.4) should be close 
to Ux when e and z is small. Therefore, under the backward transformation from 
equation (1.1) to equation (1.4), we can easily see that the solution of equation 
4 
(1.1) (we name it as u^) should be close to 6一口[/_\(〒). 
If we take z — o(e) and A is bounded between two fixed positive constants, then 
we see that u^  will concentrate and blow up at x^. This is exactly what we claim 
in Theorem (1.1). 
ir 
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4 
Rescaling u in equation (1.4) by A " ^ u ( f ) , A > 0，we find that equation (1.4) 
becomes 
( - A ) ^ - i ^ ( f + z)wQ = 0, 
(丄力） 
u > 0，x 6 � . 
\ 
Since the solution of equation (1.4) is expected to be close to Ux when e is small, 
the solution of equation (1.6) should be close to 
4 OC n — 4 4 
厂 口 叫 - ) 二 A~^~—^U{x) ^ U{x) when e is small. 
A 
Our goal is to find a solution of (1.6) of the form u = U + 0, where ^ is small, 
z = o(e), A is bounded by two positive constants and e is small. To this end, we 
apply the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction method. (Similar methods have been used 
in [6], [5], [10]，[11], [12], etc.) At the start of the Lyapunov-Schmidt procedure, 
we need to study the linearized operator (obtained by linearizing equation (1.5) 
at U) 
L E ( — A f - n * � � i . (1.7) 
Of importance here are the kernel of L and the Fredholm property of L, in some 
appropriate setting. Lu and Wei [4] have analyzed the kernel of L. For L to have 
Fredholm property, we have to work in weighted Sobolev spaces. 
In this thesis, we shall prove Theorem (1.1) in detail in case q 二 g - ¢( The 
case q = ^ + €^  can be handled by slightly modifying the arguments in Section 
3 and Section 4. So from now on, we assume that q = ^ - e^ . Furthermore, 
without loss of generality, we may assume that K satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorem (1.1), that x �= 0 and K{0) = 1. 
This thesis is organized as follows: 
In Section 2’ we recall some properties of weighted Sobolev spaces and study 
the kernel of the linearized operator L and its Fredholm property. 
Section 3 contains some error estimates and the reduction to finite dimensions. 
ir 
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Finally, in Section 4, we apply a degree-theoretic argument to solve the re-
duced problem and we also explain why u^ concentrates and blows up as e — 0, 
thereby completing the proof of Theorem (1.1). 
« r 
Chapter 2 
The Linearized Operator in the 
Weighted Sobolev Spaces 
As mentioned in the abstract, we first need to study the linearized operator in the 
weighted Sobolev space. We first dicuss some useful facts and properties of the 
weighted Sobolev space in section one. The discussion of the linearized operator 
of equation (1.7) is left to section two. 
2.1 Weighted Sobolev Space and Some Useful 
Properties 
For the completeness of the thesis, we introduce some definitions and some basic 
facts. 
Definition 2.1. Wf^, the weighted Sobolev space is defined as the completion of 
C�under the norm: 
i 
Mp,i,p = Y1 ||无奸1"1 d^uWLP{Rr.), 
|a|=0 
where x = (1 + |xp)i. 
8 
ir 
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If f5 == 1 二 0，then Wf^ is just the usual L^ space. When 1 = 0，we use the 
symbol L� ins tead of W^^. 
Definition 2.2. L^_^ is defined as the conjugate ofL^p under the action < f, u > = 
f f{x) u{x)dx, f e L%, u e Ll and ^ + • = 1 
The followings are some useful propositions we will use. 
Proposition 2.1. Wf^ can be continuously embedded into the L^, provides that 
^ - i + ^ > 0 , o o > g > p > l a n d ^ < p + ^ - l 
Proof. The proof of this proposition is a special case of [8], Theorem 2.14. • 
Proposition 2.2. Suppose ^+p > 6 and 1 > 芸 . I f f G W ^ , then f G cl/{W) 
and |/(T)|;f6 < C{pJ,n,P, ^)||/||p,z,/3. 
Proof. This proof follows from the proof of [1], Theorem 5.4. • 
Proposition 2.3. The integral operator 
nu{^))三 / ^ ^ 办 jR^ 工 y 
is a hounded operator from L^ to L _^^ 4 provides that —芸 < (3 < ^ — 4. 
For the completeness of this thesis, we include a proof of proposition (2.3) here. 
We first need a lemma from [9 . 
Lemma 2.1. For a, b G R and a + b > 0； the integral kernel of 
K{x, y) = (1 + |x|)-^ |x - yr+^-^(l + |y|)-' 
defines a hounded map on L^(M^) iff a < ^ and b > ^ 
Proof(Proposition (2.3)). Consider the norm 
/ r ( � f uiv) \^ \ p 
wnu[x))u-U h' v : ^ ^ ' V 'V 
\ jR^ \ jR^ 工 y / J 
= ( < [ ( ^ ‘ [ < W = + 4 d y ) P d x ) P where y = (1 + |yp)i 
\ jR- V V F — y y^ ) / 
— ( 沙 [ ( [ 翅 严 y y 
'V-L [L |x-yh-v-^^^J ^V 
ir 
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Now, take a and b in lemma (2.1) as —P and p + 4. By lemma (2.1), T is a 
bounded map iff a < ^ and b > p. This implies that - ^ < j3 < ^ - 4. • 
2.2 The Linearized Operator 
It is easy to see that L is a map from Wj^ to ^^+4. Let L* stand for the 
conjugate map of L which maps from Wl_^^^ to LF_^. We start this section with 
the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.4. The kernel ofL(denoted by Ker{L)), which equals to the ker-
nel ofL\ is the set Z = span^^^,-" ,g,x-V[/+^t/|, when —芸 < p < 
今一4. p' 
Proof. Proposition (2.4) was proved in [5]. For the completeness of the thesis, we 
include a proof here. We shall only prove Ker{L) = Z. The proof of Ker{L*) 二 Z 
is similar. 
First, it is not difficult to see that Z C Ker{L) if |3 < p — 4. Then, we only need 
to show that the dimension of Ker{L) is less than or equal to n + 1. To this end, 
we need to show that the function in Ker{L) must decay to zero at infinity. 
Observe that if p > | and • G Ker{L), then, by proposition (2.2), we have 
V^| 动 < C ||V^||p,4,". 
Clearly, if \x\ — 00, then i^{x) — 0. So in the rest of this proof, we may assume 
P<l 
We shall first prove that • G U for some r > 1. 
If p =导，then by proposition (2.1), for r > m a x ( ^ , p ) , ^ G 丄：Therefore, we 
can now assume p < ^. 
Notice that for any u G Wj^ ,^ we have the representation formula 
u{x) = / r(a: — ij)A^{y)dy, x e R", 
JR^ 
ir 
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where F(x — y) is the fundamental solution of A^ in W^. To see this, we can refer 
the similar argument in [9] on p.g. 278. Therefore, we have VV^  G Ker{L), 
^ { x ) = [ T{x-y)n*U^*- ' {y) ,p{y)dy (2.1) 
JR^ 
and ^ e C°°(R") by the elliptic regularity theory. Thus 
^{x)= [ T{x-y)f{y)dy, xeW' 
JR^ 
where f 二 n*^7"_i(y)^(y). Observe that f e L^+g- Now, if p + 8 > 萝，then 
f e Lg. By equation (2.1) and Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality, • G U\ 
where • = ^ — ^(recall that we have assumed p < ^, so r > 1). On the other 
hand, if f3 + 8 < 萝，then, by proposition (2.1) and equation (2.1), we have 
^ G L^^4- This implies that f G 丄》+12. 
If f3 + 12 > p，the Hardy-Littewood-Sobolev inequality again implies 冲 G U\ 
where - — - — - . If f3 + 12 < ^, repeat the argument again. Therefore, after 
V J) Tt P 
finite many times, we eventually have • G U' for some r > 1. 
Now, consider the equation A%p = v and apply the one-sided Harnack inequality([3 
Theorem 8.17). We have 
V^I(C) < C{n,p)\\ij\\Lr(B,{0) 
where Bi { ( ) is the unit ball at C G R^. Clearly, |^<OI — • as |C| — oo. 
Repeating the above argument for the following equation 
A ^ - n * [ / ^ * " V = 0, 
we get V e L^ and v ^ 0 as |x| ~» oo. Now, we have proven that A ^ , ^ both 
go to zero when |x| tends to infinity. We next decompose L into a system of two 
second order equations. We first note that the eigenvalues of A5iv-1 are given by 
Ai = 0，A2 = . . . = Aiv+i = N — 1, Aiv+i < Aiv+2 (2.2) 
ir 
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Let ^i{0) be the corresponding eigenfunction, i.e., As^-i^pi = —Xi^i for each i. 
Set 
Mr) = [ v{x)iJi{e)de 
Js^-^ 
and 
Wi{r) = — [ Av{x)iJi{e)de 
JSN-1 
where v{x) G Ker{L). 
Then we obtain a system of two equations 
八 么 — ¥ 也 + 切 < = 0 (2.3) 
A ^ — ^ — n*[T^*-i</>i = 0 (2.4) 
We now show that 
(^ i = 0, if 2 > N + 2 (2.5) 
We will prove it by contradiction. Suppose now ^i • 0, i > N + 2. Without lost 
of generality, we assume that 
0 iSOin (O , r i)，Mri ) = Q (2.6) 
Since i > N + 2, ¢^{0)=斯(0) = ¢[{0) = w'^{0) 二 0. 
We now compare (0¾, Wi) with a new pair of functions. 
Observe that U satisfies A^[/ + � * = 0 and let Ui = -AU. Then both U and 
Ui are radial and monotone decreasing functions. We observe that for any radial 
function f{r) we have 
N — 1 /Y — 1 N — 1 
( A / y = ( / " ( r ) + '-^f{r)Y = r ( r ) + '-^f{r) — ^ / ( r ) 
r r r^ 
Then (JJ', U[) satisfies 
N 一 1 
MJ' -~—U' + U[ = 0 (2.7) 
ir 
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We note 
j v — 1 
A^U = -AUi = -{U'{ + -~~-U[) 
r 
Thus 
U'{ + "^U[ - U^* 二 0. 
Differentiating both sides of the above identity with respect to r, we get 
+ ^ i ^ u ' { — ^ ^ ^ ^ 7 ( - n*m*- i [T = 0. 
r — 
This equivalent to 
N — 1 
AU[ - - ^ U [ - n*U^*-'U' = 0 (2.8) 
Multiplying equation (2.4) and integrating over Br we get 
0 = [ - n f - ' c k U ' + [ {Aw, - ^w, )U ' 
JBr JBr T , QN 
r N-l r A- 、） 
- / [AU[——-U[]^i + / {Aw, — ^Wi)U' 
JBr T JBr ^ 
Then first term in equation (2.9) can be seen as follows 
/ [ A W - _ ^ 0 2 
J Br 
=[dzv{VU[)<Pi — [ ^^U'A 
JBr JBr ^ 
二 [ {VU[ • ")0i) — [ {VU[) • <k + [ ^^"^W0i 
JdBr JBr JBr ^ 
--L^--Lu�t�—Bj^_ 
By using equation (2.3), the first term of equation (2.9) becomes 
1 中 — . 例 尝 - 》 / 产 
The second term of equation (2.9) is 
f [Awi - ^Wi]U' 
J Br T 
f dwiTT, f dU' f A”， f Xi ,„ 
= / ~7^U'— / —1^;,+ / WiMJ'- / ^iu,U'. 
JdBr 加 JdBr 加 JBr JSr ^ 
ir 
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Note that by equation (2.7) we have 
N — 1 
• = ^ U ' — u、 
thus the second term of equation (2.9) is equal to 
f N — i — XiTT, 1 f ,dwi__, dU' � f 丁丁, 
人 『 ~ ^ 一 ) ‘ ( 石 「 - 石 " 。 - 人 略 
Therefore, 
f n — l — A"" , f ( Mi dU[ 
H B r ^ ^ _ L } U i ‘ - ‘ ^ i ) 
r iV-l — A"" 1 f ,dw, dU' 
+ j B r ^ ^ ^ u M j ‘ U — ‘ . � 
f n — l — Xim,^ , 丁 丁 , 、 丄 [ , " , a ^ dU[ 
^ L ~ ~ ~ ^ 雜 + “ " 0 + L } U i ~ ^ — ‘ ‘ � 
W i ^ u ^ l — 
JdBr加 加 
=/i(r) + /2M + l3M 
where 7^(r), i = 1, 2, 3 are defined at the last equality. 
We now choose appropriate r and estimate each term. Recall that 4>i < 0 in 
(0，ri), 4>i{ri) = 0(we can take ri = oo, if 小 < 0 in (0, oo).) 
We first deduce from equation (2.3) and (2.4) some useful facts: 
1. U\r) < 0 , U[{r) < O i f r ^ O . 
2. Awi — ^Wi = n*U^*~^^i. Thus Wi can not have a positive local maximum 
in (0,ri). 
3. There exists some r* G (0，n) such that Wi{r*) < 0. This is because 4>i 
attains at least one local maximum in (0, ri) and by using equation (2.4). 
4. by 2 and 3, Wi{r) < 0 for r G (0，r2) for some r2 > 0 and Wi{r2) = 0. 
If ri = r2, then we take r = ri 二 r � . In this case, Ii{r) < 0 since A^  > N — 1; 
h[r) < 0 since 築 > 0; h{r) < 0 since 徵 > 0. 
ir 
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Therefore, we have Ii{r) 二 I2{j) = /3(r) = 0. This is a contradiction since 
/2(r) < 0 and I3(r) < 0. 
The rest of cases can be discussed in the following: 
Case 1: r2 < ri. 
In this cases, we take r = r2. Then /1(r2) < 0，/3(r2) < 0. We only need to know 
if /2(r2) < 0. To this end, we consider the following funciton 
w = rN-�'^-rN-Wck. 
By an easy calculation we get 
w'=rNi+^^m[—r"—i[f/r+^^^m‘‘ 
By using equation (2.3) and (2.8) we can easily see that in (r2, ri) 
w' = (A, — {N — l))r^-^^iU[ — r^-'wiU[ + n*^^*-^^V^"Vi > 0 
since Wi > 0 in (r2, n ) by fact 2, U{ < 0, 4>i < 0 and A^  > N — 1. 
Thus, 
w{v2) = r,^-'^',(r2)[/;(r2) — r,^-'[/ ' ' (r2)Mr2) < ^(r i ) < 0. 
Thus 
I2(r2) = [ T^-^w{r) < 0. 
JdBr2 
This is again a contradiction. 
Case 2: ri < r2 
In this cases, 
X-
A0i - ^4>i 二 —Wi > 0, for r e (0，r2) 
i r 
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Hence 4>i > 0 for r G (r1,r2). 
Now we take r 二 ri. Then h{ri) < 0, /2(^1) < 0. Thus we only need to show 
/3(r1) < 0. Consider 
h = r^-W^U' — r^-^U"wi. 
We note that 
h' = r"-i[< + ^^<]U' - T^''[U'" + ^^U"]w, 
L ^ 厂 ^J L T 
By using equation (2.4) and (2.3) we thus have 
h' 二 …—{N — l))wiU'r^-^ — n*U"-i^iU'rN~" + r^-\N — l)U[wi > 0 
for r e (r1,r2) in A^  > N — 1. Hence h{n) < h{r2) 二『[~^川'机讽丫2),0. 
Therefore we have 
/4(r1) = f r^-^h{r) < 0 
J Br^ 
In conclusion, we have that the eigenfunction space has at most (N+1) dimension. 
Also as 鑑 ( 1 < j < N), and ^ = rr • VU + ^U are eigenfunctions and the 
are linearly independent. Thus we have 
r, " � (dU dU … n - 4 ^ 1 
Ker[L) = span < ^ —, • •. ’ -~’ x • VU H —U > 
[0X1 dXn 2 J 
• 
Corollary 2.1. L is Fredholm if —尝 < P < ^ — 4. Therefore R 三 Range�V) 二 
(iTer(L*))i = 2丄 
Proof. This is mainly the consequence of [8], Corollary 5.7. In fact, we consider 
the follow approximations, 
JJ�T^-n _^�T3—n _^!^�了2—几 U〜工， arr,〜工， d x f 〜工， 
dW i _ n d'U _ , d'U _ , _ i 
〜 rr 丄 ,也 /-s^  rr ,【 / ^ rc ‘^ 上 
_ o ~^ 丄 « ^ J '~' X . - cr ^^ 丄 • 
dccf ， dxf ， dx| 
<r 
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Also, we have x ^ |x| and 5"|^ = x ^ ^ ' ^ - x ^ + ^ ^ =…7：^ . t ^ + ^ 0 = 
， axi dxf ox^ dx^ 
z|/3-n+3. Now, we consider the norm of 尝 in W^^. 
^ , _ V 卢 丨 … ^ 
^ P',' — ^ 0 ^ ‘ 
= ( / ( 4 ^ ) 他 ) * + ...+ ( / ( 一 兴 ) 恤 ) * 
KJRn dx^ y \Jj^n ^ ? 
( r \ • 
^ 5 / |x|P(^ -"+^ d^T 
\JR- J 
/ 广 \ p = 5 ( / ^P(^-n+3)+n-l^\ 
\Jo 
To show that this integral is finite, we need p(j0 — n + 3) + n < 0. That is 
P < ^ _ 3 . 
Then, we consider the norm of x • VU + ^^U, the first term x • VU can be treat 
as above similarly. So we only consider the norm of U in Wl^. 
l l [ 1 p A " = i > # , l p 
|ai=0 
= ( [ { T ^ u y d x ) ’ + • • • + ( [ {x^^^^rdxY 
KJR- J KjR- 9xf ； 
义 5 [ [ M P _ _ r O “ -P 
XJR- J 
/ r^ \ p 
=5 / rP(.^n+4)+n-l^ 
\Jo J 
To require the above integral to be finite, we need that f3 < ^ — 4. Corollary 2.1 
is thus proved. • 
Proposition 2.5. W7ien 4 — ^ < ,3 < 尝 — 4 , Wl^ can be decomposed as Z © X 
where X = {u E H'^^ such that J „^ uvdx = 0，Vt; G Z} . 
The inequality of p in proposition (2.5) is required to ensure that Z C W^^ and 
uv G L^. 
X is a Banach space equipped with Wl^ norm and R = Range{L) is also a 
ir 
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Banach space equipped with Lg+^ norm. As L is a map from Wj^ ^ to R C L^+4, 
clearly L is 1-1 and onto from Wl^^/Ker{L) to R. Therefore, L_i must exist and 
Z/-i is from R — X. By the Closed Graph Theorem, we get L~^ is bounded. 
Thus, we have established the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.6. 
L ： X^R 
is a one-to-one and onto map. Moreover, L-i exists and is hounded. 
«r 
Chapter 3 
Reduction to Finite Dimensions 
Recall that, to prove theorem (1.1)，we just need to prove that there exists a 
small <j) such that U + 小 is a solution of equation (1.6). Now, we consider the 
operator Se{u) = (-A)^u — iiT(y + z)u^, where u+ = max(0, u). Then equation 
(1.6) is equivalent to 
/ 
Se(u) = 0, 2； G R^ 
(3.1) 
u+ is not identical equal to 0, x G R^ 
V 
If u satisfies equation (3.1), then by Maximum Principle, u > 0 in M^ and hence 
equation (1.6) is satisfied. 
We rewrite Se(u) as follows, 
fT 
Se{U + <p) = {-Af{U + 0) - K { - + z){U + ¢)1 
= 湖 + 咖 、 + 聰 、 + Ml + Ml 
where L{(j))=(―八尸於—n*[/^*"V, 
N'M = ( - l ) ( i ^ ( y + zMU + 4>)l — m - n*V”�i0)， 
咖 = ( - l ) W f + )^ - l)(n*[/-*"V), 
Ml^{-l){K{^ + z)-l)U-\ 
M',={-l){K{^ + z)){U^-U-y 
19 
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The equation (3.1) becomes 
z 
m + N^{c|>) + N^M + Ml + M^ = 0 
< (3.2) 
[U + (/))+ is not identically equal to 0 
\ 
We shall solve equation (3.2) in W|^ setting. In this section, we solve (3.2) 
modulo Z{=Ker{L)) for 小 G X, and by doing so, we reduce our problem to a 
finite dimensional one. 
Recall that we can decompose W^^ as X © Z and L^+4 as R © Z when 4 — ^ < 
P < p — 8. Let Q be the projection of L^^4 onto Z. Then P = I — Q is the 
projection of L^^^ onto R. 
Let 仗 ⑷ = - L - ' P ( N } ( ^ ) + N ^ + M l + M^), cj> e ^ . Then solving 
equation (3.2) is just finding the fixed point of H^{^). 
Here we introduce some lemmas which can guarantee that if 小 G Wj^ ,^ then 
Ni{^), Mi are in L^^4 for suitable p and f3. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose n > 12, p > 為 and (^+4)(^-4)_n < p. Then there exists 
a small constant ei = ei{p, n, p, m, a, h),where A G [a, b] a, b are some positive 
constant and a constant C independent of e， z, A, such that for 0 < e < ei and 
小 ^ wi^, 
\\NlW\Up+^ < C { e ' W U ^ + \m;2；' + UW;l^) (3.3) 
Proof. 
\N}{c^)\ = |iT(y + z)i(U + c|>)l — Uq — n * � � V ) l 
fnr 
= 1 ^ ( ^ + ^ ) ( ¾ + ¾ + ¾ ) ! 
where 历 = { U + ¢)1 - U^ — qU '^^ cj) 
B2 = n*(yn*-i-P — U"-�4) 
Bs = e2^ n*""i_P 
ir 
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Consider B3 and B2, take a small ei > e > 0 
\K(^ + z)Bsl < Ce'(l + 丨罕 + z\rU^'-'-''W 
入 — 入 （3.4) 
< C^e4^-8+A"-4)|0| 
K(^+z)B2l < C e 4 m ^ * - i - d | % M 0 | ‘ 




WK{- + z){B2 + Bs)Wp,o,^+A 
\ -
<Ce"( f (^ —8+2.?(n-4)+4+/3|^ |)p^ \^ ^ 
\jR^ / (3.6) 
< Ce^Mlp^o^p 
< Ce^ ||0||p,4,/3-
Here, we require that €1 so small that m — 4 + 2ef(n — 4) < 0. 
Now, to estimate Bi, as n > 12, 1 < n* < 2. So, there exist a small ei > 0 and 
a constant C independent of e，such that for 0 < e < ei, ^ G M, 
1(1 + €)二士— — 1 - (n* 士 e2)e| < C|^ r*^ '^ 
From this it follows that for 0 < e < ei, 
\K(^ + z)B^\<Cx^\^f^'" 
入 一 (3.7) 
SC:rX|(^r*ief + |0|n*). 
Hence for 0 < e < ei 
1 ^ ( ^ + 2:)^ 1llp,0,/3+4 
< c\{[(卢一|0广*士勺船)去 + ( [ (:^阳+爪|0|"*)他)4 (3.8) 
1 JR^  JR-^  J 
=^{ll^lUn^±e?)A^±S|^ + I H I & A ^ i ^ : . 
ir 
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Then we use proposition (2.1) to get, 
ii^(f+^)^iiip,o,m < c m ; 2 ? + mA,p) 
Here we have used the following two facts: 
1 . p > ^ i m p l i e s i - l + ^ > 0 , 
2. l l I ^ i f l i : : ^ _ n < " i m p l i e s , S / 5 + g _ p * . 
• 
Lemma 3.2. For every p > 1，(3 G M； there exist a constant C, independent of 
e, z and A； such that for 4> G VF|^  
\\NX,o,p+4<C{e^ + \z\')\mp,,^ (3.9) 
Proof. Recall that K is a C^+^ function with K{0) = 1, ViT(0) 二 0 and 0 < 
K{x) < C(1 + \x\)^ with m < 4. It is easy to see that 
\KC^ + z)-l\<cf^ + zr 
<C(eVl' + kl') 
Therefore we have 
||#e2|Um < c ( / ((e2|r|2 + \z\')x^^'wydx)i 
JR^ 
< C{e^Mlp^o,p + \z\^W\p,4,p) 
<C{e' + \z\')\\4>\\p,,^^ 
• 
Lemma 3.3. For every p > 1 and f3 G R satisfying p < p — 4, there exist a 
small constant e] = e2(p, rz, /?, m, a, h) and a constant independent ofe,z and A； 
such that for 0 < e < 62； 
||M,i|U/3+4<C(e2 + k R (3.10) 
WM%,o,p+4 < Ce' (3.11) 
ir 
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Proof. To prove inequality (3.10)，we use similar technique as in the proof of 
lemma (3.2). We omit the details. Next, we prove (3.11) for e2 > e > 0, 
|M^ | 二 |i^(f + 幼(7"士一 - 7^"*)| 
A 
< C(1 + e|:r| + \z\)^e^U^*-''\logU\ 
< Ce^^T-("+^)+2ei(n-4) 
So for 0 < e < €2, we have 
||M?|U，^ 4 < Ce^  ([(卢"_〜动“))他)‘ 
KJR^ J 
<Ce^ 
provides that €2 so small that 
(/? + 4 - n + 2e^(n — 4))p + n < 0 
which is ture if /3 < ^ — 4. • 
Proposition 3.1. Suppose p > ^ and ( 1 ( “ ) — ^ < p < n — g_ Then there 
exist a small constant e3 = e3(p, n, (3, m, a, b) and a constant C independent ofe, z 
and \, such that for 0 < e < €3 and ¢) G Wj^ 
| | i ^ e W > ) I U 3 ^ { W $ , - W r 4 $ g (3.12) 
+ (e2 + !2f)||0||p,4," + (e2 + | 4 ) } 
The above proposition is just the consequence of lemmas (3.1)-(3.3). Therefore, 
the detail proof is omitted. By this proposition we can easily see that H^{^) maps 
Be to itself. Here Bs stand for the ball in X with center 0 and radius 8. Now, 
we also assume that |2:| < e, then for 小 6 Bs, we have HJJ>) G X and 
WHemup < c{{sr + (6广*士# + (63)2) < ^ 
provided 6 and €3 are chosen small enough. 
i r 
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Proposition 3.2. Suppose n > ^§5^，p > 為 and ( 1 ( " _ 4 ) — ^ < p < 
P — 8. Then there exist a small constant e4 = €4(^, n, p, m, a, b) and a constant 
C independent of e，z and \ such that for 0 < e < €4 and 0i, ¢2 ^ W|^ ^； 
Il^.(0l) — H,{^2)lUp <C{Ul -如丨丨二，/3 + ll<^l — hlC7' + 
||0i — <felk4，/3(e2 + H2 + |M;:4^i—3+ (3.13) 
丨 | 輪 1 ) } 
Proof. By Proposition (2.6)，L~^ is bounded. Therefore, 
WHe{c^i) — H,(¢2)\Up <cm}i¢l) — A^ '(02)||p,O,/3+4 + 
丨 咖 1 ) - 咖 ) | 丨 雜 4 ) 
二 卿 + B2) 
where Bi, B2 are defined as the last equality. 
Since N^{4>) is linear in ¢, then 
_ 1 ) - _ 2 ) = 赠 0 1 - 0 2 ) 
By lemma (3.2), we have 
B2 = WN^{<l>i) - N^{h)lUp < C{e' + 14)1101 — hlUp+4 
Now, we consider Bi, 
fqr 
|7Vei(A)—咖2)\ <K{- + z)]{U + ¢1)1 - {U + h)% — 
(几*土62)("+也)工*士— — 1(01—02)| + 
KC^ + )^(n* - e'){{U + 02产—1—一 — f/"�i—2||A - h\ 
A 
+ KC^ + ^)|(n* — e 2 ) " - � 2 - i — n*�* - i||0i — h\ 
A 
Since 1 < n* < 2, there exist a small constant ¢4 and a constant C independent 
of e, such that for 0 < e < e4, ^ and 77 € M ,^ 
1(1 + f ) i — (1 + rj)l — (n* — 6^)(1 + ry)^-^-^(^ — r7)| < C|^ — 7^ 广*—2 
i ( i + o ; * - ' 2 - i - i i < ci<er*" '" ' ' 
ir 
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Thus for 0 < e < €4, 
|iv,i(A) - N^{h)l <Cx - ( l^ i — hf-'' + |02r—2-i|0i - h\ + 
e^U^*-^-'']log U\\^i-^2\ 
<Cx^{]^i — 4>2l"*"' + 101 — h f + 
101 — mhr*-''~' + \¢2r~'+一无-‘+‘咖-’） 
We observe that the L�+^ norm of x^]^i —也广*—】is equal to 
1^ 1 — ^^K{n*%jMP+4^+rn)/(n*-el) ^ ^H^1 _ ^^Wp^J' 
if we take e4 small and then use proposition (2.1) 
Also, if the L^ _^ ^ norm of x^ |(/>i — hWhl^*'^^^'^ equals to 
/ r \ p 
/ (无饥+4+"|《1 - ¢2\\¢2f~^"'ydxY 
\Jw J 
* 1 2 n -!-£4 
<([(无洲+,2|於^工)於、） 
KJR^ J 
X ([(无州+-+�)|<^1 - 0 2 | + * - 0 ^ ) ^ ^ ^ 
KJR^ J 
=I^2 Ilp(n*-e|),0,(4+/3+m)/(n*-e|) 11^ 1 — ^llp(n*-6l)A(4+^m)/(n*-6!) 
<C||02|r-^ '-'||01-02|U^  
Here we also use the proposiiton (2.1) to get the last equality. Continuing in this 
way, we have 
Bl <C(||^1 — C^2W;X^ + 11^1 — ^ll=4^ + 11^1 — ^2|U/3(^' + k|2) + 
(ll02||p,47/3 + ll^ 2||p,47/3~'')||01 — 4>2WpAp) 
Then combining the estimate of Bi and B2, we get the desire inequality. • 
From proposition (3.2) we have that He{4>) is a contraction map for A G [a, 6], |2:| < 
e and 0 < e < e�provide that e � a n d S are chosen sufficiently small. By the 
ir 
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Contraction Mapping Principle, He has a unique fixed point 4>e,z,x in B§ C X. 
Obviously, 4>e,z,x solves 
丄⑷ + 〜聰、+ 咖、+ M l + M^) 二 0 (3.14) 
Hence, it is a solution of equation (3.2) modulo Z. 
We now show that 4>e,z,x is small. By Proposition (3.1) have 
|^ e,z,A||p,4,/3 = ||^e(0e，z，A)||p，4，/3 
< C(1I0.,.,A||^;^ + ll0.,.,A||;;:;' + e'll^ .,.,A||p,4,/3 + , 2 ) 
for 0 < € < eo. Taking eo and 6 small, we obtain 
U.,zA\vA,^ < Ce^ (3.15) 
Summarizing what we have obtained in this chapter we have the following propo-
sition, 
Proposition 3.3. Suppose that the hypotheses in proposition (3.2) hold. Then 
there exists a small constant e �二 eoip,n,P,m,a,b)，such that for every triple 
(e, z, A) G [0,e] x B^{0) x [a, b], equation (3.14) has a unique solution cj>e,z,x ^ ^, 
Furthermore, (3.15) holds. 
In the next chapter, we will show that if z and A are chosen suitably, 4>e,z,x is 




4.1 Proof of Theorem 1.1 
In this section, we show that the 4>e,z,x given by proposition (3.3) is indeed a 
solution of equation (3.2) for suitable z and A. To achieve this we only need to 
show 
< 5, ( [ / + (/>.,.,A),^ > = 0, V^ G Z 二 i^er(L). 
Throughout this chapter we assume that the condition in proposition (3.2) hold 
and 0 < e < e � a n d 入 G [a, h] where e � a r e given by the proposition (3.3). 
Take z = e^ ry, where r] is in a closed unit ball Bi(0) in R^ and 7 > 1 to be chosen 
later. Consider the vector field 
K - ( K \ %2，…，vr+i), 
which is defined on H 三执⑴ ) x [a, b]—股奸丄 as 
1 广 ^¾ T T 
yRv. A) ^ ^ { j^^ S,{U + <j>.,.,x)-dx}, J = l r . , n (4.1) 
1 r ri — 4 
K"+1 二 4 { / 柳 + 么，』(工.•“ + 丁 … 血 } (4-2) 
6 Jw^ 乙 
where (77, A) G Ct 
The following proposition is the key estimate in this chapter. 
27 
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Proposition 4.1. (1) For each fixed e, V^ is continuous on Q,. 
(2) Take a constant 7 such that 1 < 7 < min (2(n* — el), 1 + a)fa is the Holder 
exponent of D^K). Then V^ converges to Vb uniformly on H as e — 0； where 
V ^ X ) = - 4 f U-*^\x)dxj2Kji {0)r j i (4.3) 
饥入 JR^ 1 = 1 
W+i = -^_:^Ai^O)/ x',U '^^ '(x)dx + ^ ^ [ U '^^ \x)dx (4.4) 0 2nA2 VRn 4n V 
Proof. (Proof of (1)) 
We fixed e to be 1. Write ^e,z,x as <j)z,x and ^,z,A as i7 ,^A- To prove the proposition, 
we first prove that c|)z,x is continuous in {z,入）with respect to W"$^ norm. 
As <j>z,x is fixed point of Hz^x on the ball Bs C X, 
l^zi,Xi — ¢z2^2\\pA^3 
<ll^,Al(0zi,Ai) - ^l,Ai(<Az2,A2)lk4,/3 + ||^ l,Ai(022,A2)—丑:2，入2(么2，入2)|“4，" 
<CW^ziM — 4>Z2,X2WpA,P + ll^ 1^,A1(0^ 2,A2) — ,^A2(022,A2)||p,4,/3 
(4.5) 
As Hz,x is a contraction map, C must be less than one. 
Now consider 
Wzi,xM) 一 2^,A2(^ )llp,4,/3 
H|P-i((i^f + l^) — i^(f + z,)){U + 0)^)|U/3 (4.6) 
^1 ^2 
<CW{K{^ + ^i) — i^(f + z,)){U + mWvAP-
^1 ^2 
As \{K{f^ + zi) — X ( t + Z2))[U + ^)\)\ < Cx-\{U + ¢)1)1 and if ^ - ^ + 吉 > 0 
and ^^^±^ < p + ^ — ^ , we have q ^ p pq, 
Wx^{U + 0)i||^ ,4,^  二（ / (无爪+奸4(7 + <^)lfdx)i 
JR^ 
二[[ {x"^{u + ^)ypdx)^' 
JR- (4.7) 
= " ( " + • 二 ， ， 
<4{u+mu,^-
ir 
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Therefore, by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, we deduce that 4>z,x 
is continuous in (z, A) w.r.t Wj^ norm. To prove the continuity of V on Cl, we 
only need to show that 
H{U + 0.,A)三 A 2 ( " + 0 � A ) + K ( j + z)([/ + ¢^,,)1 (4.8) 
is continuous with respect to the L^^4 norm. 
Note that, 
\\H{U + 0.,,Aj — H{U + 0^,A2)||pA"+4 
<||A^(0^,,Ai —0_22，A2)llp,O,"+4 
+ ||K(i + Z,){{U + <t>4xJ+ — {U + KM)l)Wp,o,p+^ (4.9) 
+ W{K{^ + Zl) — i^(f- + Z2)){U + KM)lWp,0,f3+4 
M 入2 
=Bi + B2 + ^3 
Since A^ is a bounded mapping from W"�^ ~> Z$+4, 
|A^(0zi,Ai — 0z2,A2)llp,O,/3+4 < C'||0zi,Ai — 4>Z2MWvA,P (4.1¾ 
which tends to zero as (^i, Ai) ~"> (¾, A2) and by similar technique we can also 
show that B2 and B3 tends to zero as (zi, Ai) ~> (¾, ^2)- As a result, V is con-
tinuous in fl. 
(Proof of (2)) 
For j = 1，• • • ,n 
[HAjJ + ct>,,^x)^dx 
jRrt OXj 
= < 现 』 , 尝 > + < 视 』 ， 尝 > + (4-ll) 
,^1 dU "2 dU 
< M l � > + < M � , ^ � 
ir 
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For < N^{^e,z,x),祭〉，by lemma (3.1) and inequality (3.15), we have 
QJJ" 
I < 咖6,、乂\ ^ > I < ||^ '(^ .,.,A)IU +^4 
d i j (4.12) 
<C(e2 + e("*-^ o)) 
For < e^2(么’z，A)，i;〉，by lemma (3.2), then 
| < 歧 』 , 2 ^ 〉 | 鄉 2 +丨們 (4.13) 
As 0 is a critical point of K, K G C= and 0 < K[x) < C(1 + |x|)^  with m < 4, 
we have 
K{x) = 1 + • j^ K,mx,xi + 0(|x|2+, (4.14) 
i , Z = 0 
< M ^ > - - L ” ' i + " � 
= 丄 滅 _ 祐 ' ( 0 ) ( ? + : ' ) ( ? + 々） 
+ 0 ( | ^ + z n [ T * | ^ ^ (4.15) 
入 axj 
广 1 ^ 2 
= / { - V ^ ( 0 ) ( ^ ^ + S(ziXi + ^i^i) + ZiZi) 
jRn Zfj^^ 入 A 
+ 0(|!^ + 們 ) } 『 * 告 办 
A axj 
ir 
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Since 蔡 is odd in xj but even in other, we have 
[ { J E " ^ ( 0 ) ( ¾ ^ + 扣工€ + 颂 ) + ¥ z ) + 0 ( | y + z\'^-))}U-'^dx 
^®^ i,i=i j 
=^ [ TK,i{0)ziU-'x-dx + O(|o:p+" + |zp+-) 
R^n i=i ^^j 
c r f)TT^*+^ 打 
= 1 ^ 1 巧 1 " $ 凡 泰 + 0 ( ， + | : | ” 
一 ^ 1 广 1 " 名 躺 一 ( 一 〜 | 們 
^i+7 r n 
: - 1 ^ 丄 , * + 1 办 5 哪 + 外 ” ， 
(4.16) 
,^2 dU f r"6X 、，m*-e2 ”ri*�dU 
< 风 ， & 〉 二 1 ^ 了 + 以 『 - � W " 
= [ { K C { ^ z ) - m - - ^ ' - u n ^ d . 
jRri /\ UXj 
<C [ e{€'\x\' + \z\^)U^'-'o\log U\\^\dx 
jRr^ OXj (4.17) 
P o r T 
<Ce^ / \x\^U^^-'^log U\\ — \dx 
JR^ 6¾. 
+ Ce2|z|2 [ u-'-'^logUl&dx 
JR^ ^^j 
<c{e^ + e^\z\^) 
Therefore, all together we have Vj ~> Vg as e — 0 for j 二 0, • - • , n 
For j = n + 1. Let ^ 二 :z . VI7 + ^U 
[SSJ + ck,z,x)Hx 
JR^ 
二 < N^z,xh4 > + < N^{^,,,,x),^> + < Mlij> + < M l , � 
i r 
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By chapter 3，we can see that 
< N^(c/>e,.,x),^ >< C(e' + e2(-*—2)) (4.18) 
<N^(^e,.,x),^><Ce' (4.19) 
and 
< M � � i j > 
二 [ {KC^ + z)-l)U^*^dx 
JR^ A 
= [ ( * i > z ( o ) ( ^ + z O ( ^ + : � ) + o ( l f + 4 + ’ � " r 
®^^  "=o 
f A ^ ,^ ,^,,e'x,xi €, � � （4.2¾ 
二 / { 7 ^ h & K O ) ( ~ Y ^ + Y ( � Z < + Z#Z) + � � ) 
j R - 」 树 入 ^ 
+ o{\^ + z\'^^))}U-'ijdx 
A 
4 / f ^ ^ n > i ^ ( 0 ) + . / f i ^ O ) z A ^ * V ^ l 
�7股"i=i A 丄 J^^ i,i=i 
As i|j 二 柴 where Ux = X ^ U { X x ) , 
X=1 
[ � � d x = [ u f ^ d x = ^ ^ i ： / U � d a : (4.21) JMn J^r^ 3X A=1 U* + 1 dX J^r^ X=1 
[xp^*i;dx = [ xlU^\x-VU+'^^^U)dx 
jRn J^n ^ 
= ^ L 聊 � 1 - s L ^ 去 ( � 2 - ) 血( 4 . 2 2 ) 
= ^ / xjU-'^^dx. 
2 JM,n 
So, < M l i j > = ^ ^ ^ A K { 0 ) [ x^ir*+idcc. 
2A J^n 
We also have 
< M^,ij > 
r … r (4.23) 
= { K { ^ + z) - l){U^'-'" - U^*)i;dx + / {U^*-'' - U^*)ijdx 
JW^ A J^n 
ir 
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Here, we can easily see that the first term is less than Ce^. 
Also, the second term, denoted by T2, is equal to 
f {-e^U^*log U + -e^U^*-^'^\log U\)^dx by Taylor's Theorem 
JR^ 2 
= - 6 ^ [ U^*log Uijdx + 0{e^) 
JR^ 
二-€"[ Uflog Ux^dx +0(6^) jRn OA A=1 
= ^ 1 1 � � ; � " ^ L+ ^ 1 uf 尝 4 = 1 + 0 (一） 
= 一 ^ ^ ( 。 广 1 細 " > ) 4 = 1 + 。 + 0 ( 一 ） 
(4.24) 
Observe that 
[{Uf+HogUx)dx 二 f X^U^^+\Xx){^^^log X + log U[Xx))dx 
JR^ JR^ 2 
= ^ l o g X [ U-*^\y)dy (4.25) 
乙 JR^ 
+ [ U^*^\y)logU{y)dy 
JR^ 
Thus we obtain 
T2= / 二 二 4 f tr*+i(y)^ + 0(e4) 
n 十丄 Z/\ j^n (4 26) 
= ^ ^ [ W+l(Wy + 0(e4) • 4nA J^r^  
• 
As AK{0) < 0，there exists a unique A �> 0 such that Vo^^{vAo) 二 0 for 
77 G Bi(0) (Ao depends only on n). Now choose a 二 ^, b 二 2Ao. Since 0 is 
a non-degenerate critical point of K{i.e. det{Kij{0)) • 0)，Vo never vanishes 
on the boundary of H and deg{Vo, Cl, 0) • 0. By Proporsition (4.1), the conti-
nous vector field Y^  is closed to Vb, and hence, homotopic to Vo for each e > 0. 
Thus deg{Ve, 0 ,0) = deg{VG, H, 0) + 0 and consequently y^  has a zero point 
(r ; (e ) ,A(6) )GBi(0)x[ f ,2Ao] . 
ir 
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Therefore u^ 二 U + 4>e,z,x is the solution of equation (3.1) and is solution of 
equation (1.6). After some simple calculation, we get 
, � ，A(e)�_A_ ,A(e)(x — z(e)). � r ^ � 
^xe(x) = ( ^ ) . - i 7 ; , ( - ^ ^ ) (4.27) 
^ ^ 
is the solution of equation (1.1). 
In the next section, we will discuss the asymptotic behavior of u .^ 
4.2 Asymptotic Behavior of u^  
By proposition (3.2)，we have 
(4 + m)(n — 4 ) < � + 2 < n — 8 (4.28) 
8 p 
Now we choose p so large that 4 > ^. Then by (4.28), proposition (2.2) and 
(3.15), we have for 1 < n — 8, 
0e(^)| < Cx~^ \\4>e\\p^ 4:^ p where ¢^  stand for 4>e,z,x � 
(4.29) 
< Ce^x-' 
Here C is a constant depending on 1 but independent of e. Thus, by (4.29), we 
get iXe(0) — 00 as e 一 0 and that 
0 < .,(x) < C ( ^ ) A [ / ( M 1 ^ . ^ ) + C(^)i^-e^|. - .(.)|-
< C(^)i^-(n-4)|:r — z(6)|-(--4) + C(^)A-(^+4)|x — z[e)V' 
^ ^ 
< C e Z + 4 - ^ ( | i — z(e)|-(^-4) + 1^  —之(6)|—” 
Hence for any fixed S and 1 < n — 8, we have 
0 < u,{x) < C7e"-^|a;「'，|x| > 6 (4.30) 
where C is a constant, independent of e but depend on 1 and 6. If 1 is closed to 
n — 8, then 1 + 4 — 宇 is close to 咖广 )> 0. So，we can conclude that u^ decays 
ir 
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uniformly outside any fixed neighborhood of the origin and also blows up and 
concentrates at origin. 
Next we show that u^  has the decaying rate stated in theorem (1.1). We assume 
x| > 1. By (4.29) 
[K{y)ul{y)dy < C [ ul{y)dy 
J\y\<i J\y\<^ 
<c[(巡)^^明久(咖-制))办 
J\y\<i ^ e 
-CA(e)A"^e^"^ [ v|{x)dx 
J\^+z{e)\<l 
< Ce^" i^ [ v^dx 
^ k l < ^ 
< Ce^"i^( [ U^{x)dx+ [ \4),{x)\^dx) 
J\x\<'^ J\x\<'^ 
< C^en_^(C + e — + 1 
(4.31) 
Hence we have 
[.K{y)ul{y)dy < C 
J\y\<^ 
On the other hand, we have 
• n " " 
<C(J +/ + [ ^ i ^ l d y 
J\y-M<^ j^<\y-x\<2\x\ J2\x\<\y-x\ 工—V 几 
‘ =Ti + T2 + T3 
For Ti we note that | < ^ < \y\ < 宇 .T h u s 
r Cf^-qi 了 
Ti < / -dy 
~ 4 - 1 < ^ 1工 1 |“ 
< C W — 广 _ V - 1 * (4.測 
— I T^n—4 
Jo ^ 
_ Q 工 m-gl+4 
ir 
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For Ts, we also have 1 < |x| < ^ < \y\ < ^ ^ . Therefore, 
r yTn-ql 
T2 == C / — -dy 
J^<\y-x\<2\x\ F-2/r"' 
r r — y ^ "^^ 
< C / ^ ,dy 
—VM<|^-x|<2|x| |T-2/|"-4 (4.33) 
「00 
< C / rq--+3dr 
J2lxl 
_ c X ^—qi+4 
Also, for T3, we have 
Ts < ^ [ K{y)ul{y)dy 
工 ^2\x\<\y-x\ 
< " ^ ( [ K{y)ul{y)dy + [ K{y)ul{y)dy) 
工 J\y\<l l^<|2/|<3|o:| 
r r3|x| 1 
< l ^ W i ^ ^ 办 ） （4.34) 
C\x\^-^ iin-l + m-ql< - 1 
< < C\x\^-^{log\x\ + l) iin-l + m-ql = - 1 
.C\x\^-^(C + |a;|^+^-^0 if ri — 1 + rn - ql > - 1 
\ 
Now we see that ( 
C|a:|4-n if n + m - ql < 0 
Ue{x) < < C\x\^-^{log\x\ + 1) if n + m - ql 二 0 
^|^|m-g^ +4 if n + m - ql > 0 
\ But since n + m — ql > 0, if follows that 
u,(x) < dx|^-^^+Mx| > 1 (4.35) 
This decaying result is an improvement of (4.30), since m — ql + 4 < —1 for 1 is 
close to n — 8 and e small. Besides, we can keep on improving (4.35) until we 
reach (1.2). 
Let lo = - ( m — ql + 4). Repeat the above process again with 1 replace by 
/o- If n + m — qlo < 0，we get the wanted result. If n + m — qlo = 0，by 
ir 
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increase 1 a little bit we reduce it to case of the previous one and hence we are 
also done. If n + m — qlo > 0, repeat the above process again with 1 replace 
by li = -{m — qlo + 4)，which leads to either (1.2) or (4.35) with 1 replace by 
li = - ( m — qlo + 4). If the latter occurs, we iterate the above process again and 
again, and each time we are led to equation (4.35) with 1 replaced by 
lk = -{m - qlk-i + 4), k = 1，2, •.., 
until we reach n + m — ql^ < 0 (and hence (1.2)). On the other hand, it is easy 
to see that 1 < lo < li < . •. < lk — oo as k — oo. Thus after finitely many 
iterations, we eventually have (1.2). 
The proof of Theorem (1.1) is complete. 
«r 
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